Existing graph processing essentially relies on the underlying iterative execution with synchronous (Sync) and/or asynchronous (Async) engine. Nevertheless, they both suffer from a wide class of inherent serialization arising from data interdependencies within a graph.
INTRODUCTION
The graph is a well-known data structure for representing many real-world relations and connections, such as social networks [47, 51] , Web search [7] , and natural language processing [35] . As graphs have been increasingly exploding with billions or even trillion-edge scale, today's graph computation is at a key turning point with unprecedented challenges and opportunities for efficiently processing these increasingly large graphs at scale.
In an effort to be capable of handling out-of-memory graph data toward a single machine, a wide spectrum of distributed graph processing systems have emerged [15, 31-33, 46, 54, 56] that essentially rely on two optional underlying graph engines. First, in the synchronous (Sync) engine [33, 46] , graph computation is divided into multiple iterations separated by a global barrier. Data updates in the Sync engine can be visible to the next iteration until all active vertices are ready. Second, in the asynchronous (Async) engine [15, 31, 32] , fast convergence speed is enabled by allowing the timely visibility of data updates to adjacent vertices. Prior studies [9, 15] reveal that Sync and Async engines cannot always outperform each other for many reasons, such as the graph structure, algorithm characteristics, and execution stages. Much effort is also put into an adaptive switch between Sync and Async engines [50] .
Nevertheless, the large graph is notoriously difficult, if not impossible, for the underlying Sync and Async engines to parallelize and scale [34] . Although a wide variety of edge- [33, 43] and vertex-cut [9, 15] graph partition strategies have been proposed to mitigate the imbalanced computation, large-scale graph parallel computation remains tremendously challenging. The increasingly large inherent data interdependencies within billion-vertex graphs [15, 17] often lead to tedious and nontrivial data partition. Yet more important is that even with a perfectly balanced graph partition, their resulting synchronization (e.g., barrier and atomic) and communication (across machines) are still annoying and time consuming in limiting the efficiency and scalability of graph processing systems.
It has been revealed in our motivating studies (discussed in Section 2.2) that synchronization may result in up to 25% stalls, regardless of either barrier in the Sync engine or atomic implementation in the Async engine. Even worse, compared to 32% real graph computation, communication across machines can often dominate the whole graph computation, which is particularly serious for the scale-out computations. Our study also reveals that a hybrid compatibility to both Sync and Async engines is also insufficient to achieve scalable efficiency. Worse still, it may inherit the indeterminate correctness from the Aysnc engine, resulting in the divergence of the graph algorithm. At present, there remains a lack of effective graph analytics techniques in response to the inefficiencies arising from inherent data interdependencies for top performance at scale while preserving the correctness and convergence in semantics.
In this article, we present SymGraph, a novel graph engine with symbolic iteration that enables a newly high degree of parallelism from dependent computations for large-scale graph processing. The basic idea of symbolic iteration is abstractly using a symbolic unknown (instead of waiting the concrete value) to schedule graph computations symbolically in parallel if the desired data of a running vertex is unavailable. To ensure the correct and convergent semantics, these generated symbolic unknowns can be concretized as appropriate once the corresponding data is updated. With the support of embarrassingly parallel symbolic iteration, the challenges are now transferred into a problem of how to perform the resulting symbolic graph processing efficiently. We propose a succession of tailored sophisticated techniques to fully exploit the potential of symbolic iteration with the following key designs.
First, the premise of symbolic iteration is that we have to know which data is desired to be abstracted as symbolic unknowns. This further depends on which active vertex is requesting the desired data. That means that the efficiency of symbolic iteration will be largely up to the activation speed of vertices. We propose an activation-induced graph partition (AIGP) that aims at facilitating the fast activation of vertices while preserving the balanced computations.
Second, the key of symbolic iteration lies in the symbolic assignment that decides the symbolization of unavailable data for symbolic execution. An intuitive approach of symbol assignment is to assign a unique symbol for each unavailable data, but this may lead to explosive symbol diffusion. Inspiring by classical philosophy of cache associativity [19] , we present a simple yet effective approach with a k-way set association to mitigate the concerned issue by representing k data via a symbol unknown as a whole.
Third, the ultimate goal of symbolic iteration is the convergence with a fast speed while still preserving the correctness of graph iteration. This has therefore spawned symbol aggregation that aims to update the symbolic unknowns with concrete data. On account of the diversity and variation of symbols, it is unwise to select a timing to aggregate the symbol unknowns frequently in a synchronous manner. We put forward an asynchronous approach via specially designed symbolic work stealing, in which symbol aggregation can be masked by the overlapped graph computations.
Although SymGraph is currently designed and evaluated within a specific scope of graph parallel computation, we would like to note that we are still presenting the insight of the symbolic execution philosophy [8, 24] , which is valuable to extracting inherent parallelism of data interdependencies for general-purpose highperformance computing at scale.
This article makes the following contributions:
• We make extensive studies to revisit the scalability issue of existing graph processing engines from the perspective of data interdependency within graphs (Section 2).
• We present a novel graph engine with symbolic iteration, enabling embarrassingly parallel graph computation for the scalable efficiency while still preserving its inherent correctness and convergence in semantics (Section 3).
• We propose SymGraph integrated with a succession of sophisticated techniques tailored for fully exploiting the potential of symbolic graph iteration (Sections 4 and 5).
• We mark a new milestone in efficiency and scalability by evaluating a wide range of graph algorithms over existing graph engines and specialized graph systems (Section 6).
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews existing graph engines and further conducts an in-depth study to revisit their scalability. Section 3 elaborates a novel graph engine with symbolic iteration. Section 4 presents SymGraph to maximize the potential of symbolic iteration. Detailed implementation issues are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 evaluates the experimental results. We survey the related work in Section 7, and conclude this work in Section 8.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
This section starts with a review of three types of existing graph engines. We further discuss their pros and cons through a series of comprehensive performance studies, which finally drives our research tenet on efficient and scalable graph processing.
Existing Graph Processing Engines
A(n) (un)directed graph abstraction G consists of vertices V , edges E, and the modifiable, userdefined, associated data D (i.e., G = {V , E, D}). One vertex v 1 can communicate and propagate the computation with another v 2 through data
The efficiency of a vertex-centric program [34] are exploited by performing each vertex v ∈ V in parallel with the widely used Gather-Apply-Scatter (GAS) model [15] . GAS programming first gathers the information from adjacent vertices, then applies the data update, and finally scatters the updated value to adjacent vertices. Different graph engines enforce different scheduling orders of computation and communication for different purposes.
Synchronous Engine (Sync). The bulk-synchronous parallel (BSP) model [48] is a common implementation for the synchronous graph engine, which generally divides the graph processing into a chain of supersteps (i.e., iterations). Intra superstep vertices can be computed in a fully parallel fashion. The degree of parallelism is totally up to the number of compute units (e.g., threads) or nodes (e.g., distributed machines) participating in the computation. A global barrier is set at the end of the superstep to ensure that all vertices are updated successfully for the next superstep. Asynchronous Engine (Async). In comparison to the Sync engine, the compute node with the Async engine always tries to keep busy to make full use of its computing resources. In particular, if a compute node is finished fast and requires the value from another vertex being computed, it will fetch the stale value of this vertex in the last iteration for the computation. It is worth noting that fetching manipulations to vertex data are atomic for the consistency. This may thereby lead to significant runtime scheduling overhead in the case of active vertices with a large number and/or high degree, as characterized in Section 2.2. Technically, the Async engine prefers to handle compute-intensive applications without too many dependent computations [15] . In addition, it cannot guarantee the convergence because of its indeterminate scheduling in operation [14] .
Hybrid Engine (Hybrid). The Hybrid engine aims to adaptively run the appropriate engine between Sync and Async models for better performance [50] . To achieve this goal, the Hybrid engine keeps tracing the runtime information of graph computation, based on which underlying engines with better potential performance will be predicted periodically and also carefully controlled for making an accurate prediction. However, simply combining Sync with Async engines may still not be sufficient to exploit the scalable performance of large-scale graph processing for several graph algorithms (as will be discussed in Section 2.2).
Comprehensive Assessment: A Motivating Study
We next conduct a comprehensive study to ascertain performance characteristics on several typical graph algorithms. More detailed experimental settings are available in Section 6.
Synchronization and Communication. As opposed to the real computation spent on graph iteration, Figure 1 breakdowns the inherent overhead of synchronization and communication for PageRank (PR) with twitter-2010. Due to the similarity in performance variation, we just intercept a piece of execution snapshot with a 50s slot for facilitating the demonstration.
As shown in Figure 1 (a), it can be seen that synchronization results in a wealth (up to 25% on average) of stalls as a whole for graph processing, regardless of its implementation fashion with either barrier in the Sync engine or atomic in the Async engine. More importantly, dominant communication cost in a distributed environment with 12 compute nodes, as shown in Figure 1(b) , may significantly affect the timeliness of an update to the active vertex by reason of the delay of messages or data. Both can further interactively aggravate the inefficiencies of graph processing in poor scalability as the number of machines increases (more results are shown in Section 6.4). Technically, the Hybrid engine has inherited from the Sync and Async engines. Although it can dynamically configure a relatively better engine to mitigate the inefficiency of the alternative, the underlying synchronization and communication remains extremely difficult, if not impossible, to eliminate.
Semantics in Correctness and Convergence. Sync engine handles each iteration via the global barrier, providing the deterministic semantics in correctness. Nonetheless, it is precisely because of the simultaneous update that the Sync engine may not make some graph algorithms convergent (e.g., graph coloring (GC)) [14] . This problem can be solved by using the timely visibility of an update in the Async engine with a fast convergence speed, but nondeterminism is reintroduced to complicate the algorithm design. Even worse, for some statistical graph algorithms, this nondeterminism can cause incorrect semantics and divergence [15] .
Although the Hybrid approach [50] is expected to maximize the convergence of graph algorithms by carefully controlling the scheduling between Sync and Async engines, it may also inherit the indeterminism from the Async engine, leading to incorrectness and divergence [14, 34] .
Remark. In summary, either of existing Sync and Async engines can fully realize the efficient and scalable graph processing while preserving their inherent correctness and convergence. A hybrid compatibility by combining Sync with the Async engine is also insufficient to be scalable. On this account, we solicit a fundamental shift of solution in a novel fashion with symbolic iteration (presented in Section 3) toward the preceding depicted goal.
SYMBOLIC GRAPH PROCESSING
We first present the fundamental graph parallel abstraction for the symbolic vertex program in Section 3.1, on the basis of which we further discuss the basic idea of symbolic iteration and its properties in Section 3.2. Eventually, several unique challenges regarding how to perform the largescale graph processing efficiently with symbolic iteration have been dissected in Section 3.3.
Symbolic Graph-Parallel Abstraction
Graph Organization. Like the Sync, Async and Hyrid graph engines, we have the same graph abstraction (i.e., G = V , E, D ). The major difference between our symbolic abstraction and prior numeric value-based abstraction lies in the flexibility of expression for the data D. Thus, this work complements to support the symbolic expression as follows:
where x and y are the symbolic unknowns, denoting the symbolic variables or symbolic expressions, and op refers to the common arithmetical operators (e.g., +, −, and ×). Programming Interface. We follow the philosophy of "think as a vertex" [34, 46] to offer the vertex-centric programming model for supporting iterative graph computation. In particular, for each active vertex u in a user-defined vertex program, we complement the typical conceptual GAS [15] as SymGatter-SymApply-SymScatter in Figure 2 , which interacts with its neighboring vertices through the in-and out-degree edges with symbolic unknowns. Unlike prior GAS programming abstraction, on account of the newly introduced factor of symbolic unknowns, it is also of great necessity to override the native programming interfaces to support the symbolic operations (i.e., SymOp), the influence range of which is mainly related to SymGatter and SymApply phases.
Note that the graph edges for most machine learning and data mining (MLDM) algorithms are intended as usual to have a symmetric relationship [31, 32] . In other words, the in-degree and outdegree edges are created equal. For the sake of the application to the MLDM execution scenarios, all graph edges can be extended in Gather and Scatter phases without an explicit distinction between in-degree and out-degree edges. 
Symbolic Iteration Model
The key contribution of this work lies in the novel concept of symbolic iteration for large-scale graph processing. Symbolic iteration leverages the symbolic execution philosophy [8, 24] to make the vertex-centric program capable of doing the iterative computation with symbolic unknowns. This supporting feature enables a highly parallel and strongly consistent execution mode for graph processing, which is particularly beneficial for handling large graphs that involve a substantial number of data dependencies.
Main Idea. Algorithm 1 illustrates the overall procedure of symbolic iterative execution. In accordance with a wealth of initialized active vertices, our symbolic execution has put every active vertice into iterative computation as soon as possible. The key principle is that once a given vertex is activated, it is able to get executed immediately without any delays. In light of the facts by communications and/or synchronizations (e.g., lock), a vertex that has been activated may not necessarily receive all requisite data from adjacent vertices. To save native waiting time for speeding up graph processing while still preserving the correctness and convergence, we instead present basic symbolic iteration as follows:
As illustrated by lines 7 through 9 in Algorithm 1, we leverage threesome symbolic programming interfaces defined in Figure 2 to inherently support the symbolic graph processing. Once the assigned symbolic variable of the vertex has been updated, the subsequent vertices that involve the corresponding symbolic variable can then be updated as appropriate (discussed in Section 4.3).
Example illustration. Figure 3 describes an instantial procedure of our symbolic iteration model on a sample directed graph, which has been partitioned into two pieces on two workers, respectively. The data on each vertex has been initialized with the same value as its vertex ID. The active vertex set is initialized as . In accordance with the idea of the symbolic GAS execution model, first gathers the data on neighboring vertices via in-degree edges. On account of communication delay across machines, the data on and is probably slower than other local vertices and . In this case, instead of waiting for the concrete value, we assign a symbolic unknown x on Stepwise demonstration of symbolic graph processing with the instantial graph in Figure 3 . G, A, and S indicate our symbolic GAS model.
for the purpose of making the operation on ahead of schedule. Afterward, in the SymScatter phase, is activated and the same procedure as shown previously is repeated until the problem converges. Figure 4 depicts the detailed stepwise demonstration. Once is updated, all relevant symbolic expression (e.g., f 2 , f 4 , f 1 ) then can be reduced into a concrete value.
Properties. With symbolic iteration, any already-activated vertices that may be prevented from being updated can be put into computation immediately without a hard requirement of visible arrival of value from unavailable adjacent vertices. In particular, this highlighted feature can be leveraged to dramatically parallelize the dependent computations due to data interdependencies within a graph. Thus, symbolic graph processing can provide a variety of performance benefits with technical advantages for large-scale graph computation:
• Performance enhancement: Symbolic iteration challenges the well-known premise that the parallelism of graph iteration requires independent computations. As a result, native delays due to data interdependencies in previous graph engines can be inherently parallelized using symbolic iteration without prohibitive scheduling overhead of synchronization and communications, which are often major villains responsible for the poor efficiency and scalability of modern graph processing. This highlighted feature also makes our execution model extremely adaptive at handling the skewed graphs (e.g., a natural graph with a power-law degree distribution [15] ), even in the presence of imbalanced partitioning.
• Correctness: For the sake of the timely visibility of data update, the Async engine sacrifices the determinism by fetching the inaccurate value in the previous rounds of iteration. In contrast, the symbolic iteration engine achieves more timely visibility by assuming a virtually accurate value in a symbolic form without the potential delays. In addition, if the accurate value is updated, symbolic expression can be updated. Consequently, the determinacy of graph computation can be still guaranteed for the correctness.
• Convergence: If the resulting nondeterminism in the Async engine cannot be carefully controlled, some statistical type of graph algorithms [14] may be divergent. As a result of the determinacy guarantee, the symbolic iteration engine does not have such a problem. In addition, the Sync engine may also lead to divergency for GC on account of forced simultaneous updating of adjacent vertices via a barrier [14] . In contrast to the Async engine, our symbolic model can overlap its updates by truly timely visibility without any delays, thereby also ensuring the convergence [50] . In summary, the symbolic iteration engine can achieve the best of the two engines to guarantee the convergence of graph algorithms. 
Unique Challenges of Symbolic Iteration for Large-Scale Graph Processing
Nonetheless, it is still a tedious and nontrivial task to apply symbolic execution into the distributed graph processing. Figure 5 depicts the overall procedure of graph computation based on the symbolic iteration model. The assigned symbol x from node 1 requires to experience a chain of unique challenges that need to be addressed judiciously.
Graph Partition. An important prerequisite for making full use of SymGraph is to know which vertex is exactly needed for data symbolization. This problem depends largely upon how fast a potential vertex can be activated. Figure 6 elaborates a triple diagrammatic sketch to illustrate what kind of graph partition would be friendlier to the symbolic graph iteration by exemplifying two popular graph partition strategies. The edge-cut partition manages to evenly assign all vertices to machines while the edge number spanning machines is minimized. Figure 6 (a) illustrates an edgecut case with a random assignment algorithm in PowerGraph [15] . The vertex-cut partition evenly assigns all edges to machines while the cut-vertex number is minimized. Figure 6 (b) describes another possible vertex-cut case with a sequential greedy heuristic algorithm [15] . Both methods have a high possibility of separating and on different machines. This means that the activation of may bear a distance of communication delay once is finished, preventing it from assigning the symbols as soon as possible for the performance speedup.
Toward an efficient symbolic iteration, an effective graph partition strategy should be not only balanced but also considered activating the potential vertices fast. Figure 6 (c) shows such a preferred case friendly to symbolic iteration, where both and can be processed as soon as possible with the data of symbolized. To this point, there still lacks an effective mechanism to explore such a preferred graph partition.
Symbol Propagation. In accordance with the symbolic iteration rationale, the symbol unknown x will be propagated to all of its out-degree adjacent vertices with f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , and f 4 , which are further propagated to the vertex set ( f 5 , · · · , f 12 ), as depicted in Figure 5 . This specific execution model may cause a symbol diffusion problem. In other words, a simple symbolic variable may spread to a large number of vertices, along with which the amount of computation is likely to explode. For instance, suppose that f 1 = x + 1; its operator + will be propagated to f 5 , f 6 , f 7 , and f 8 , expanding the computation tripled in amount. In particular, this case would become even worse if a number of symbols coexist. All of these also raise a high requirement for an effective symbol assignment. Symbol Updating. Once the symbolic unknown (e.g., x) is concretized, it is necessary to inform relevant nodes involving x (e.g., node 2, node 3, and node 4) for consistency. Conventional thinking is that all vertices on all involved compute nodes stop running to update the symbol in a synchronous, unified manner. However, the fact is that no matter how we select a relatively appropriate timing to aggregate the symbols, it is still unavoidable to reintroduce an appreciable amount of updating overhead. It remains extremely difficult to find an effective solution for avoiding the symbol coordination price.
THE SYMGRAPH ARCHITECTURE
This section presents SymGraph ( Figure 7 ) in response to the technical challenges (discussed in Section 3.3) of efficient and scalable graph parallel processing.
Activation-Induced Graph Partition
The timely scheduling of symbolic iteration relies on the requisite vertices needed for assigning the symbolic unknowns. On account of the parallel relaxation of data dependencies and data contention, this issue further depends on the specific active vertices. This means that once activated, a given vertex can be handled immediately without taking the absence of requisite data into consideration. As a consequence, the efficiency of graph processing under symbolic iteration model depends largely on how fast the vertices are activated. Nevertheless, neither of previous edge- [33, 43, 45] and vertex-cut [9, 15, 31] graph partitions takes notice of the timeliness of activation for the active vertices, thereby falling far short in giving full play to the potential of symbolic graph processing.
Vertex Composition. We develop an activation-induced partition approach that aims at facilitating the fast activation of vertices. The key idea is that those vertices with the causality of activation are bundled together as a composite vertex to participate in graph partition. Figure 8 (a) depicts the vertex composition of our graph partition in bundling those vertices with a potential activation causality, which can be inferred simply by the (un)directed edges. Consider the natural graph with a large, complicated connectivity of potentially active vertices. Simply bundling them all as a whole may result in prohibitive storage overhead and imbalanced computation. As a result, we recognize the following basic set of active vertices for the composition:
• Minimum cycle: A basic cycle made up of a set of active vertices cannot be split into a smaller cycle inside it. For instance, the potentially active vertices 1, 2, and 4 in Figure 8 are the very case with a minimum cycle. • Pairwise coupling: This basic component indicates a couple of active vertices, for which no cycle can cover both of them. For instance, the vertices A, C, and D with a causal activation relation in Figure 6 are the very case with no cycle covering them.
Note that arbitrary complex connectivity of active vertices can therefore be broken down such that all of its components can be expressed as two basic composite elements as shown previously.
Composite Graph Partition Algorithm. With a new composite graph, we further leverage a hybrid-cut algorithm [28] , which attempts to perform an either vertex-or edge-cut method for the balance of workload and communication. We first give priority in the use of a vertex-cut partition (with a greedy heuristic algorithm [15] ) to minimize the number of vertex mirrors for reducing the total storage as well as communication requirements (of symbol assignment). Consider the indivisibility of a composite vertex that can be probably made up of a mass of stand-alone vertices. Suppose that a composite vertex is supposed to have a mirror. There can be a wealth of consistency overhead between the composite vertex and its mirrors. To cope with this issue, we instead use the edge-cut graph partition (ECGP) with a random hash algorithm [45] simply to maintain only one copy of a composite vertex on some machine.
With a piece of partitioned subgraphs, we eventually replace a composite vertex with the original set of vertices as depicted in Figure 8 (c). The resulting scheme is friendly to the symbolic iteration model with a fast activation programme.
k-Way Symbol Assignment
For a given vertex, once it is activated, it is extremely evident that all of its requisite data can not be received immediately. This difference of data arrival is particularly true if the dependent neighboring vertices are deployed in the remote compute nodes, and more serious if the dependent neighboring vertices have a high-degree attribute. Assigning a symbolic unknown for the data of these dependent vertices is an effective way to narrow this performance difference for making the computation of an active vertex ahead of schedule. Figure 9 (a) illustrates a common situation of symbol assignment on the vertex 2 that has been just activated by vertex 1. An intuitive approach of symbol assignment is to assign a unique symbolic unknown for each unavailable data on its adjacent vertex. Unfortunately, it becomes overwhelmingly likely that the number of symbols assigned this way would explode, requiring an amount of maintenance cost for dynamic variation on symbols. Presenting a reasonable process of symbol assignment to unavailable data of the vertex is key for efficient symbolic graph computation.
Symbol Grouping. In this work, we propose to construct a k-way symbol assignment in which a wealth of requisite vertices will be sorted into k sets. Each set is assigned as a unique symbolic unknown to represent the total value of the given set. The symbol diffusion problem in this way can be significantly mitigated by flexibly adjusting the value of k. Specific to this work, an efficient approach to configuring k is based on the number of physical machines where the dependent neighboring vertices placed on the same machine can be given a visible symbol as a whole for the requesting active vertex. For instance, for the timely computation, the active vertex 2 in Figure 9 (b) can be assigned with three grouped symbols. Each one represents a total result of all dependent vertices on the individual machine. We also confirm the efficiency of a k-configuration with the same number of machines on a wide range of graph sets in Section 6. Nonetheless, a new challenge for k-way symbol assignment is how to organize the intramachine data and coordinate the visibility of intermachine symbols. Toward this, on each physical machine, we maintain a symbol table (ST), which has a different organization for different vertices with different functionalities. As illustrated in Figure 10 , the source active vertex on node 1 only cares about whether the value of a specific symbol is updated and how large the value is. As a result, its corresponding ST is mainly composed of a two-tuple with Symbol and Value that originates in the grouped symbol on their node. In contrast, target symbolized nodes (e.g., node 2, node 3, and node 4 in Figure 10 ) require to collect a total result of all dependent vertices for characterizing its grouped symbol. Thus, the additional attributes of op and Vertices are needed to indicate which vertices are related and what type of operator is operated upon their values.
• Intramachine data organization: For each target node, its ST can be organized in an elastic manner. Once all requisite data (e.g., vertexes 3 and 4) is available, the grouped symbol (e.g., x) then can be updated via the given operator ( ). Thereafter, these requisite data may not be (seldom) used. It would be pretty beneficial to save much space by tailoring the item of x in the ST without storing op and Vertices.
• Intermachine symbol coordination: Once the specific symbol in the target node is updated, it is necessary to inform the source node of the concrete value of the given symbol. One convenient means to achieve the preceding goal is to transfer the whole ST to the corresponding source node. It is clear that this approach is expensive in network transmission. We instead present an incremental scheme, which only sends part of the changes (labeled by a newly set token) in the ST to the source node.
Discussion. It is worth noting that the communication interaction arising from symbol coordination in this work is essentially different from that in the conventional Sync and Async engines. The former does not prevent graph processing from running because of the scheduled-ahead highlight of the symbolic iteration model. If the symbol update is not arriving at the target node, the active vertex can still be computed via the unknown symbol to fully overlap the communication delay. In contrast, the latter has a serious impact in this aspect if the value is unavailable, as depicted previously [34, 50] .
In addition, we need to collect all vertex data to concretize a grouped symbol. On account of network delay across machines, we thus do not allow the grouping of dependent vertices spanning different machines to constitute a unique symbolic unknown for the purpose of avoiding the overhead of frequent data sharing between machines.
Asynchronous Symbol Aggregation
Once the concrete value of grouped symbol is visible to the active vertex, all associated symbolic expression involving the given symbol can be updated. Instead of selecting an appropriate timing to update all associated symbol expressions in a synchronous and unified manner, our symbol iteration engine uses a novel aggregation approach, which allows updating the symbolic unknowns efficiently per vertex as needed.
The key feature of our symbol aggregation is that each vertex with the given symbol can do its symbol updating asynchronously based on an idea of symbolic work stealing. In an effort to further reduce the computation amount of symbol aggregation, we also present a novel ST-based in-memory computational pattern. Figure 11 illustrates an overall procedure of asynchronous symbol aggregation (ASA) where the requisite symbol values of vertex A and B are visible to vertex D and has already been recorded in its ST. Meanwhile, the active vertex currently is vertex C, followed by vertex D to be activated. Figure 11 is activated, along with its outdegree edge, we could predict the next potentially active vertex D. As a consequence, it can be interesting to yield an insight into an approach that can overlap the symbol updating per vertex as needed with the processing of previously or currently active vertices. Motivated by conventional work-stealing scheduling [6] , we extend to complement a symbolic work stealing that is tailored to the symbolic graph processing scenario.
Symbolic Work Stealing (sws). Once vertex C in
Specifically, the main procedure of symbolic work stealing is as follows. First, during the processing of an active vertex (C), we prefetch the dependent symbolic expression (e.g., x + y on vertex A and x + z on vertex B) of its next vertex that will be activated (i.e., vertex D). Afterward, we compute these symbolic expressions to manage to concretize their values (e.g., x + y = 3 and x + z = 4). Finally, we append new items in the ST to label and store these immediate results (e.g., the last two shaded rows in Figure 11 ).
ST-Based In-Memory Computing. Once vertex C is finished, vertex D will be activated immediately and begin to look up the ST for scattering its requisite data. Since x + y (likewise for x + z) has been already concretized with symbolic work stealing, all subsequent symbol aggregation involving x + y can directly load its value from the ST without the recomputation, thereby greatly mitigating the amount of computations resulting from the symbol diffusion problem.
Consider that there may be a need to store many symbols in the presence of large-scale graph processing. As a result, it is also of great importance to provide the desired queries with an efficient ST-based lookup. Toward this goal, this work extends to leverage the state-of-the-art storage technique with a basic in-memory key-value store implementation [4, 30] to enhance the efficiency of the SymGraph system, which can provide fast and scalable parallel data accesses. As shown in Figure 11 , each key-value pair is organized as Symbol and Value.
Discussion. Currently, this work considers prefetching the potentially active vertices that have one-depth distance to it for symbolic work stealing. In other words, the bounded length of prefetching is with only one. Actually, our symbolic work-stealing approach can be also extended easily as a k-bound prefetching that can consider potentially active vertices with a kth depth distance to the active vertex at most, but the expense is that more amounts of (unnecessary) computations may be forced (if the predicted vertices fail to be activated). It may be interesting to trade off such an optimal k value in future work.
IMPLEMENTATION
In this work, we integrate SymGraph based on the PowerGraph [15] framework. In contrast, SymGraph has two significant differences: a built-in ST and an execution model.
ST Implementation. Symbolic operation can be relatively costly in comparison to the basic arithmetical operation. It is clearly unwise to symbolize all data for the operations. In computational logic, SymGraph performs graph processing by combining the symbolic operation with an arithmetic operation. Consider an operation that requires to add x+1 and x+2. We start the symbolic engine to handle "x+x=2x" with symbolic addition only. The operation for "1+2=3" still continues using basic arithmetic addition in an efficient fashion. To support this combined execution, we have implemented the ST (discussed in Section 4.2) with two separate storages. One is dedicated to storing symbols only (e.g., symbol fields) for the symbolic operations. Another is specialized to store the digital numbers (e.g., vertices and value fields) for the arithmetic operations. More specifically, we capture the data operations of PowerGraph and parse their data type. If the data type is a symbol, SymGraph dispatches them to the symbolic execution engine for symbolic execution. Otherwise, basic arithmetic operation adopted in PowerGraph is then performed.
Tailored Symbolic Execution Engine. We build symbolic iteration on the basis of KLEE [8] , part of LLVM infrastructure [27] . KLEE was originally designed to automatically schedule a variety of tests to explore high-coverage detection on all possible execution paths of a program. A large number of costly functionalities have been covered in the KLEE kernel for supporting its technical claims, such as coverage exploitation, state representation, query optimization, and state scheduling. Nonetheless, symbolic graph processing only requires a symbolic operation to take place ahead of schedule. In this work, we tailor the KLEE engine by pruning away these unnecessary functionalities and also extend our SymGAS interfaces (described in Section 3.1) in the KLEE engine to make symbol execution seamlessly integrated.
EVALUATION
This section evaluates SymGraph for large-scale graph processing by answering the following research questions (RQs):
• RQ1: How efficient is SymGraph in accelerating graph processing compared to existing Sync, Async, and Hybrid graph processing engines (Section 6.2)? • RQ2: How cost efficient is symbolic execution in SymGraph compared to the communication overhead (Section 6.3)? • RQ3: How well does SymGraph scale when the graph size is scaled up and the machine number is scaled out (Section 6.4)? • RQ4: How effective is SymGraph with different internal configurations in exploiting the potential of the symbolic iteration model (Section 6.5)? • RQ5: How efficient is SymGraph over existing state-of-the-art graph processing systems with specialized graph optimizations (Section 6.6)?
Experimental Setup
Methodology. Existing state-of-the-art graph systems in general have an extensive set of exclusive optimizations, such as the pipelined locking strategy in GraphLab [31] and the parallel sliding window in GraphChi [26] . To make a fair, precise performance comparison with only the execution model taken into account, it is necessary to use the same code base to eliminate the systematic effects from nonexecution model factors. PowerGraph [15] , a well-known distributed graph parallel processing system, supports both Sync and Async execution models. In our subsequent tests, we select PowerGraph to characterize the performance variation of the Sync and Async models. Although PowerSwitch [50] is implemented based on the GraphLab-2.2 code base, its core graph engine is still developed based on PowerGraph as a separate engine to switch between Sync and Async models intelligently. We use PowerSwitch to characterize the performance of the Hybrid engine. To ensure fairness, we disable the specialized optimizations of GraphLab in the PowerSwitch framework. For the Hybrid engine, we use the sampling technique with a 10ms interval for throughput prediction and set a 10% threshold above the throughput of the current engine for engine switching. As described in Section 5, we also choose to integrate SymGraph based on the PowerGraph framework.
Graph Algorithms. As shown in Table 1 , four major categories of graph algorithms [46] have been taken into account: sequential traversal, parallel traversal, random walk, and graph aggregation. We picked one typical graph algorithm from each category for our tests:
• Single-source shortest path (SSSP): A sequential traversal algorithm that finds a specific path between a given vertex and all other vertices in a(n) (un)direct graph such that the tracked path is minimized in the sum of the weight of its constituent edge • Connected components (CC): A parallel traversal algorithm that aims at finding the maximal number of subgraphs (in an undirected graph), in which arbitrary two vertices can be connected through a succession of paths • PageRank (PR) [7] : A widely used algorithm to sequence the importance of webpages, following the idea that the importance of the webpage is positively related to the number of links to which the webpages can be connected from other webpages • Minimum spanning tree (MST): An algorithm that outputs a subset of the edges of a minimum spanning tree, where all vertices are connected together with the total weight of edges kept to a minimum while no cycle is allowed. Table 2 Testbed. All experiments in our evaluation are performed on a 12-node Amazon Elastic Cloud (EC2)-like cluster. Each node is configured with 2×Intel quad-core Xeon E5310 1.6GHz processors, 64GB main memory, 1TB hard disk, and 1Gbit Ethernet interface. The running operating system is CentOS 5.6 (X86_64) with Linux kernel 3.0.0-12. On all compute nodes, we test each graph algorithm with all graphs. In particular, since the MST algorithm has a hard requirement of a weighted graph dataset, we have tested it with CIT. In this work, we extend SSSP to work on both weighted and nonweighted graphs. The nonweighted edge of a graph for SSSP can be considered weighting with 1 onto each edge by default.
Graph Datasets. As illustrated in

RQ1: Overall Performance Evaluation
We first investigate the overall performance characterization of graph processing in Figure 12 using four execution models: Sync, Async, and Hybrid models and SymGraph.
As is known, the Sync model has more efficient communication but slower convergence speed than the Async model. It is difficult to predict which iterative model among Sync and Async engines would have better performance. For example, for SSSP, Sync outperforms Async by 1.08x and 1.23x with the TW and GSH graph dataset, respectively. In contrast, Async outperforms Sync by 1.09x, 1.32x, and 1.19x with LJ, RN, and CIT, respectively. The same situation has been observed for the CC algorithm. Considering an adaptive model switching between Sync and Async, the Hybrid engine is able to handle several graph algorithms (e.g., SSSP and CC for almost all graph datasets) with a gainful speedup. It is worth noting that for PageRank and MST algorithms that contain a vast body of CPU-and/or memory-intensive operations by using large graph datasets, it is extremely difficult for the Hybrid model to predict accurate switch timing. In comparison to these earlier parallel graph engines, SymGraph highlights to address a significantly understudied problem of reducing the communication overhead arising from substantial data dependencies in a graph (one of the major problem existing in the current graph processing domain). As a consequence, it can be seen that SymGraph can significantly outperform all existing state-of-the-art graph engines with an overall average speedup by 1.93x (vs. the Sync engine), 1.98x (vs. the Async engine), and 1.57x (vs. the Hybrid engine), respectively.
In addition, we also evaluate the convergence of SymGraph with a comparison of existing processing models using two popular algorithms that have been extensively used in prior work: (1) GC [14] , a graph algorithm for assigning adjacent vertices with a minimal number of different colors, and (2) SAGA [41] , an incremental gradient algorithm for solving the least square problem in the machine learning field. GC is driven on the twitter graph. SAGA is running with more than 1,000 epochs for each DBLP dataset [29] . Figure 13 depicts throughput and convergence using three engines. We note that throughput here represents the number of vertices handled per second. Compared to the Sync, Async, and Hybrid models with different degrees of throughput imbalance at runtime, SymGraph has the highest balanced throughput (around 48.8×10 3 ops/s) for fast convergence as described in Figure 13(a) . In addition, we note the divergence of the Sync model for the GC, Async, and Hybrid models for SAGA. Sync is divergent because of simultaneous color picking, as studied in prior work [14] . The key for the divergence of SAGA using the Async model lies in a large number of indeterministic asynchrony noises. The Hybrid model drives the divergence of SAGA since its specially designed prediction component does not work for ML-driven features of the SAGA algorithm.
In summary, symbolic iteration enables graph processing with a particular ability of fast convergence speed (vs. Sync) while still preserving the correctness (vs. Async) without specialized analytical techniques (vs. Hybrid). Consequently, we see in Figure 13 (b) that SymGraph can handle the GC and SAGA algorithms with a guarantee of convergence.
RQ2: Cost Efficiency of SymGraph
We further investigate the breakdown of performance gain in SymGraph. We have mainly evaluated two major metrics: computation time and communication overhead. In particular, computation time in the Hybrid engine represents the time of arithmetical operations. In SymGraph, computation time includes two aspects of time that can be spent on symbolic operation or arithmetical operation. Figure 14 plots the breakdown results. All results are normalized to the ones using the Hybrid engine as a baseline. Figure 14 shows that SymGraph can provide a performance improvement for all graph algorithms with each graph. Although the total computational overhead in SymGraph can be more than that in the Hybrid engine due to symbolic execution, we can still get a performance win as a whole by eliminating the communication overhead. For instance, for PageRank with TW follower graph, in comparison to 72.3% communication overhead, computation time accounts for 27.7% only. However, SymGraph is able to introduce significant overall performance improvement by eliminating this communication overhead, although the symbolic engine may introduce 27.1% computation slowdown, which is significantly lower than that caused by the communication. On average, SymGraph can overcome 55.3% communication overhead in contrast to introducing an additional 20.9% computation time, further resulting in a 1.51x performance speedup. Figure 15 further shows the inherent relative proportion of arithmetical and symbolic operations, and their corresponding memory accesses. It is observed that symbolic operations have a relatively small percentage in comparison to arithmetical operations. For example, for SSSP with the RN graph, 93.1% of operations belong to the arithmetic type, wherease the symbolic type is by 6.9% only. In terms of memory access, we also find that for SSSP with RN, SymGraph has 8.9% memory accesses to symbol storage in comparison to in-memory number accesses. This further yields the conclusion that SymGraph can be cost efficient in maintaining a small number of symbolic operations and accesses, and integrating symbolic execution into the distributed graph processing easily.
RQ3: Scalability of SymGraph: A Scale-Out System
The performance and scalability of a typical graph processing system is generally limited to the data contention on high-degree vertices and time-consuming communication across different machines. We also design a series of experiments to evaluate the efficiency of SymGraph for scaling out with the varying number of graph sizes and machines. For a given graph, we harness a generic stream sampling technique [1] to generate different desired graph sizes on the premise of preserving various properties of the graph. Figure 16 illustrates the performance variation of SymGraph for the PageRank algorithm with increasing sizes of the input graph and the varying number of machines compared to the prior Sync, Async, and Hybrid engines. In Figure 16 (a), as the graph size is growing up, all plots have an increasing trend to performance, but SymGraph has the minimum growth rate. This is because symbolic iteration focuses more on the computations for convergence speed, without the interference of synchronization and communication in the Sync and Async models, respectively. Figure 16 (b) further investigates the performance of four graph processing models with an increasing number of machines. It is revealed that on account of effective message communication, Sync is scaled better than the Async and Hybrid models. In the case that the system is scaled out, performance in the Async and Hybrid models is scaled poorly, but they still have better performance than the Sync model for most cases. Nevertheless, SymGraph rebuilds the underlying graph processing with symbolic iteration, which can have the fast speedup of Async and the correctness of Sync while eliminating their side effects. In particular, when the machine number is scaled to 32, SymGraph can outperform Sync, Async, and Hybrid by 16.5x, 23.3x, and 12.1x, respectively.
Note that the performance variation of the Hybrid model is subject to its underlying the Sync and Async engines. We thereby see in Figure 16 (a) and (b) that the Hybrid engine is scaled consistently with the best of two inherited engines.
RQ4: Effectiveness Analysis of SymGraph With Different Internal Configurations
We evaluate the effectiveness of the internal specifications of SymGraph, including activationinduced graph partition (AIGP), grouped symbol assignment (GSA), and asynchronous symbol aggregation (ASA), along with a comparison to existing widely used strategies.
Effectiveness of AIGP. Figure 17 (a) presents the contrastive results of applying AIGP, edge-cut graph partition (ECGP; with a sequential greedy heuristic algorithm [15] ), and vertex-cut graph partition (VCGP; with a random algorithm [18] ) to observe their performance for symbol iteration. It can be seen that SymGraph with the specialized VIGP strategy exhibits the best performance with a significant advantage over the one(s) using ECGP and VCGP schemes. In particular, the symbolic iteration model with either the ECGP or VCGP scheme cannot actually defeat the performance of the baseline Hybrid model for many cases. This is mainly because that symbolic iteration relies on the activation of vertices for the symbolic operations (e.g., assignments and aggregation). The conventional ECGP and VCGP schemes fail to be aware of this feature, thereby leading to the inefficient iteration cost arising from the imbalanced communication. Nevertheless, VIGP is inclined to partition the graph with a top priority of activation speed for vertices, thus exploiting the technical highlights of symbolic iteration tremendously (by a 2.48x speedup for the TW graph).
Effectiveness of GSA. We evaluate the effectiveness of symbol assignment by considering different assignment strategies: (1) each unavailable vertex each symbol (nongrouped, baseline); (2) all unavailable vertices spanning p machines share to assign a grouped symbol. Our GSA is a special case with p = 1. Compared to the baseline, the grouped symbolic assignment has varying effect on performance with different p, as described in Figure 17(b) . Specifically, the performance effect is gradually serious with exponential growth with varying numbers of p, as the symbolic coordination between machines can be costly, and particularly severe as p is scaled out. This also demonstrates the efficiency of our grouped symbolic assignment, which can be 5.2 × faster than the nongrouped approach.
Effectiveness of ASA. To evaluate the effectiveness of ASA, we compare ASA to synchronous symbol aggregation (SSA), in which all related symbolic expressions are informed to update uniformly for every epoch. The length of an epoch for a preferable SSA comparison in this experiment is selected as a timing when the ninth symbols are concretized, as this option is empirically observed to have better performance than others. Figure 18 illustrates the results with different symbol aggregation schemes. All results are normalized to the performance of the Hybrid model (baseline). It can be seen that even with the best option of SSA, SymGraph just showcases a slight performance benefit from symbolic iteration. This is because of the uniform symbol updating that may prevent the activated vertices from being assigned for efficient symbolic iteration. Thus, we can see that the performance gain with SSA is greatly limited compared to the Hybrid model.
Unfortunately, even with ASA, in which symbolic expressions are informed to update immediately once a dependent symbol is updated, the performance of the symbolic iteration model may also not be significant, as expected due to the additional amount of computations arising from the symbol diffusion problem (discussed in Section 3.3). As a consequence, we also evaluate ASA with and without the auxiliary strategy of symbolic work stealing (sws) to ascertain the effectiveness of the sws strategy for the preceding problem. As revealed in Figure 18 , ASA with sws enhances the performance of SymGraph with a significant improvement by 2.08x on average. The main reason for this lies in a full overlap between symbolic execution (on active vertices) and symbolic expression update (on the vertices to be activated) through ST-based in-memory computing.
RQ5: SymGraph Versus Advanced Graph Analytics Systems
We also compare SymGraph to three advanced graph systems that involve their specialized optimizations: Naiad [38] with timely dataflow computation, GraphX [16] with distributed dataflow deploymentm and PGX.D [20] with data-pulling scheme. Figure 19 illustrates the relative performance of four systems on PageRank and CC algorithms, respectively, along with varying numbers of machines. All results are averaged from a 10-time run. The relative performance in Figure 19 is normalized to the elapsed time of the Naiad system configured with two machines. The larger the relative performance, the faster the processing speed of a system. It should be noted that we do not test GraphX using the CC algorithm on account of incorrect results produced. The plots in Figure 19 reveal that SymGraph outperforms Naiad, GraphX and PGX.D for both cases. Despite the extensive specialized optimizations adopted in these systems, our graph iterations can still have at least an order of magnitude performance improvement. More importantly, SymGraph showcases a better scalability than other systems in the sense that the performance growth is largest among all tested systems when the number of machines is increasing.
Note that as shown in Figure 19(a) , when the number of machines is increased from 2 to 32, SymGraph may have a potential behavior to provide a superlinear scalability beyond 16x speedup. One major reason is that for a certain graph dataset, more machines in SymGraph indicates that each assigned symbol can be made up of fewer unavailable data from neighboring vertices. This means that each symbol unknown under a 2-machine cluster has a relatively longer lifecycle than that under a 32-machine cluster, indicating that a 2-machine deployment needs more symbolic operations than a 32-machine deployment. In a distributed computing environment, as the machine number is increasing, not only does the number of cores change but the systematic impact of symbolic operations change. Figure 20 plots the number of symbolic operations that need to be performed for the PageRank and CC algorithms. We can observe that more machines reduces the life cycle of each assigned symbol and accordingly reduces the number (i.e., overhead) of symbolic operations, contributing to extra speedup in addition to that from the actual computation. In addition, we also find that even with the same partition scheme, the performance benefit of SymGraph may be significantly different for different runs, whereas previous graph optimization systems have relatively stable performance. That is mainly because the nondeterminism of activation timing is prone to inducing different symbol assignments that can further lead to performance variation. To this point, there remains an open question regarding how to stabilize performance speedup of SymGraph at a maximum level.
RELATED WORK
Graph Processing Systems. A substantial amount of work has emerged to support the iterative characteristics of a graph [49] . The first published graph processing framework was Google's Pregel system [33] , which drives graph computation in accordance with Valiant's BSP model [48] . A number of Pregel-like variants [16, 18] have also been proposed to further enhance distributed efficiency. All of these systemsessentially are in a synchronous fashion, generally suffering from slow convergence speed.
As a pioneer of asynchronous iteration, GraphLab [31, 32] enables fast convergence speed by using the stale data of neighboring vertices. However, atomicity maintenance for data contention and communication in the asynchronous model may delay the timely visibility of a data update [9, 15, 20] , leading to significant performance degradation. The Hybrid model [50] supports an adaptive switching to mitigate the inefficiencies of synchronous and asynchronous models but may still reintroduce extra analytical overhead that is potentially serious in many cases. As opposed to an extensive compatibility of existing synchronous and asynchronous engines for scalable efficiency, SymGraph proposes to leverage a new concept of symbolic iteration that can inherently support efficient graph processing at scale while still preserving correctness and convergence in semantics.
Graph Partition. In an effort to balance computation and communication, a variety of preprocessing graph partitions have been proposed to find a better solution with the top performance at scale for distributed graph processing. The edge-cut partition [33, 43, 45] manages to divide all vertices evenly on each compute node for balanced computation. The vertex-cut partition [9, 15, 31] considers evenly placing all edges of graph for mitigating imbalanced communication. LeBeane et al. [28] developed severalf graph partitioning strategies to investigate the heterogeneity of graph processing. Further, Song et al. [44] presented a profiling-based approach to fully exploit the computational capability of each compute node for guiding better graph partitioning with minimal overhead. We differ from these prior partition strategies by developing an AIGP that can make a fast activation speed of active vertices (as discussed in Section 4.1) for helping with symbolic iteration to overlap the communication between machines.
Graph Analytics Accelerator. There has been a wealth of effort in recent years on hardwarelevel graph acceleration. Processing-in-memory architecture [2] has been proposed to dramatically reduce the latency of memory access by integrating the compute unit into the memory. A specialized architectural template [40] is developed to support the asynchronous execution, which has proved to be more work efficient than software-level optimizations. Graphicionado [17] leverages a deep pipeline to reduce random access latency via on-chip memory. In addition, an amount of effort has been put into graph acceleration via a dataflow paradigm [22, 39] . A wide spectrum of graph operators have been also integrated for the energy efficiency via single- [52, 55] or multi-FPGA [11] acceleration. Still, it is worth noting that our symbolic iteration philosophy can also be supported and easily integrated with the aforementioned emerging hardware-level graph analytics technologies.
Symbolic Execution. Symbolic execution [24] is a widely used program analysis approach that originally aimed to explore the potential paths of a program for proving software quality, such as concurrency bug detection [13, 42] , software verification [10] , and security checking [3] . The key idea of symbolic execution is to allow program execution with symbolic value without necessarily requiring concrete values [53] . Following this powerful philosophy, we are the first (to the best of our knowledge) to extend the traditional concept of symbolic execution to parallelize dependent computations in the field of graph processing for scalable efficiency while preserving correctness and convergence.
CONCLUSION
This article presents SymGraph, a novel graph engine with symbolic iteration, which allows inherent parallelism from dependent computations while preserving correctness and convergence. In an effort to fully exploit the potential of symbolic graph iteration, we also propose a succession of tailored sophisticated techniques, including AIGP, a k-way set-associative symbol assignment, and ASA. These mechanisms enable SymGraph to scale out with a new milestone of efficiency for large-scale graph parallel processing. Our experimental results on an extensive range of graph algorithms showcase the significantly scalable efficiency of SymGraph over three graph engines (Sync, Async, and Hybrid models) and several state-of-the-art specialized graph systems (Naiad, GraphX, and PGX.D).
Beyond large-scale graph parallel computation, we would also like to note that our extensive evaluation sheds light on the insight of using symbolic execution to scaling general-purpose highperformance computing that bears a vast body of data interdependencies.
